Thank you for purchasing your Adam Equipment AELP Pallet Beams.

The Pallet Beams consist of two beam bars linked with one cable. To unpack and set-up the Pallet Beams follow these steps:

1) Remove the 2 beam bars from the packaging. Take care when lifting each bar as they are heavy and please avoid banging or knocking the bars.

2) Place each beam bar on the floor ensuring they are level by adjusting the feet accordingly.

3) Position the beam bars at the appropriate distance in order to safely weigh your pallet or item, ensure that the beams are placed sufficiently close so that the pallet is not “sagging”.

4) Ensure that both ends of the beam bars have the connectors on the same end.

5) Connect both pallet beam cables to the connectors using the lead provided, making sure the cable is well away from any possible trapping and is not a trip hazard.

6) Connect the indicator end to your indicator and follow the indicator instructions.